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QUESTION 1

In FusionAccess R6, what is the correct statement about infrastructure virtual machines? 

A. It is recommended to set the CPU reservation for the ITA virtual machine, and it does not need to be set during
deployment in a production environment 

B. When deploying FusionAccess management components, vAG/vLB and WI can be deployed in the same virtual
machine 

C. It is recommended to use Windows2012 for AD/DNS/DHCP components, and Windows2008 can also be used in
actual installation 

D. Rendhat operating system is recommended for linux infrastructure virtual machines 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 2

When creating a virtual machine on the ITA Portal interface, if the progress of the creation is stuck on 

checking whether the virtual machine IP address is reachable. 

Which ones? (Multiple choice) 

A. The IP address of the virtual machine obtained from DHCP and the IP address of the ITA are not in the same
network segment 

B. The virtual machine does not get an IP address 

C. The network between the virtual machine and the DHCP server is unreachable 

D. The template used to create the virtual machine uses a static and manually assigned IP address 

Correct Answer: BC 

 

QUESTION 3

Huawei\\'s computing virtualization technology, memory QoS function includes which of the following features (): 

A. Memory reservation 

B. Memory share 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 4

In Huawei virtualization, what is the correct statement about virtual machine live migration (multiple choice) 
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A. Ordinary users are not aware of the process of virtual machine hot migration 

B. Only virtual machines running on virtualized storage can be live migrated 

C. Virtual machine hot migration uses memory alternative migration technology 

D. Virtual machine hot migration uses memory compression technology to improve migration efficiency 

Correct Answer: ACD 

 

QUESTION 5

When ManageOne ServiceCenter is deployed on the FusionSphere OpenStack virtualization environment, which of the
following is the statement correct? 

A. ServiceCenter active/standby deployment needs to specify the external-api network segment floating IP; there is no
need to specify the external-om network Duan Fu Moving IP; 

B. ServiceCenter active/standby deployment needs to specify external-api and external-om network segment floating
IP; 

C. ServiceCenter active/standby deployment needs to specify the external-om network segment floating IP; there is no
need to specify the external-api network Duan Fu Moving IP; 

D. ServiceCenter active/standby deployment does not need to specify external-api and external-om network segment
floating IP; 

Correct Answer: B 
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